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Jkiss - I Love You Goodbye
Misc Unsigned Bands

Intro:
D A Em G

Verse 1:
D             A                 Em        G
 Never thought this day would ever come
D                 A                 Em        G
 I Never thought that you ll be gone

Pre-Chorus 1:
      Em                G
I ll cherish our love story
     D                   A
I remember it all so clearly
Em                  G
Baby you made me so happy
               D             A
But now we ve made it to the end

Chorus 1:
I want to tell you 
 D                  A
Thank you for your time
         Em                G
And for letting you be mine, oh oh
     D               A
For making my life shine
         Em                         G
And for helping me get better than fine
            Em
Oh my oh my
          G                                D
I want to tell you something before you go
            A
I thank you
              Em  A
I ll miss you

I love you, Goodbye

D A Em G

Verse 2:
[Same Chords with Verse 1]
Even though I won t see you anymore
And even though I didn t hear you tell me you love me too



Pre-Chorus 2:
[Same Chords with Pre-Chorus 1]
I ll go on with my new stories
I ll go on and never will worry
Baby you made me so happy
But now we ve made it to the end

Chorus 2:
[Same Chords with Chorus 1]
I want to tell you 
Thank you for your time
And for letting you be mine, oh oh
For making my life shine
And for helping me get better than fine
Oh my oh my
I want to tell you something before you go
I won t forget you
Yeah I ll miss you
I love you, Goodbye

D A Em G 2x

Bridge:
Em                         G
   I wish I could go back time
                     D         A
When everything was in rhyme, wohh...
Em                               G
   And I wish you could always stay
          D        A
To make my day, yeaheh
             Em                        G
But past is past I can t so back no more
            D                     A
Even if we had something there before
G                      Em
So I want to tell you that

Last Chorus:
[Same Chords with Chorus 1]
I want to tell you 
I think of you all the time
And every night I pray to God someday you ll be mine
You have made my life shine
And you have helped me get better than fine
Oh my oh my
You know, I never wanted you to go
But I won t forget you
Yeah I ll miss you
I love you, Goodbye


